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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: It was the aim of our pilot study to investigate whether time-resolved flat panel conebeam CTA is able to demon-
strate small cortical vessels in vivo. In 8 patients with small AVMs, time-resolved coronal MPRs of the vasculature of the frontal
cortex were recalculated from 3D rotational angiography datasets with the use of a novel software prototype. 4D flat panel cone-
beam CTA demonstrated the course of the cortical arteries with small perpendicular side branches to the underlying cortex. Pial
arterial and venous networks could also be identified, corresponding to findings in injection specimens. Reasonable image quality
was achieved in 6 of 8 cases. In this small study, in vivo display of the cortical microvasculature with 4D flat panel conebeam CTA
was feasible and superior to other angiographic imaging modalities.

ABBREVIATIONS: 3DRA ¼ 3D rotational angiography; FPCBCTA ¼ flat panel conebeam CTA

In the past, the vascular supply of the human cortex has been
described according to findings from ex vivo injection speci-

mens. The cortical arteries follow the course of the sulci as a source
of a pial network of anastomoses and small direct branches to
the cortex. Cortical draining veins are also collected by a ve-
nous network with further connections into superficially
located cortical veins.1 Beyond the level of pre- and postcapil-
lary vessels, the vascular ultrastructure was investigated further
by means of scanning electron microscopy, which was able to
detect capillary networks within the cortical layers.2 In vivo
vascular imaging with DSA is widely limited to the display of
larger branches. Small arterial and venous networks of the cor-
tex are frequently obscured by the overlay of vessels on projec-
tion images. The resolution of other, less invasive angiographic
modalities such as CTA or MRA is even worse, and reliable
display of submillimeter structures cannot be achieved with
routine acquisitions. SWI has the potential to show the micro-
vasculature at 7T or with the use of iron-based contrast
agents.3 Until now, the clinical interest in imaging of the mi-
crovasculature of the human cortex was limited, but this may
change due to research demonstrating the importance of the
microcirculation in patients with cerebral ischemia or small-
vessel disease.4-7

It was shown that flat panel conebeam CTA (FPCBCTA)
derived from 3D rotational angiography (3DRA) datasets is able
to demonstrate small perforating branches of proximal parts of
the cerebral arteries.8,9

Recent technical advances have led to a more refined tech-
nique, with the possibility of using the temporal information of
3DRA to reconstruct time-resolved 3D volumes and CT-like
images.10 It was the purpose of our pilot study to determine
whether in vivo imaging of the cortical microvasculature is feasi-
ble with the use of 4D-FPCBCTA. The 4D option was chosen due
to the advantage to select and demonstrate the proper angio-
graphic phase with the best filling of the vessels. The use of a
novel software prototype facilitated the visualization of the con-
secutive filling of small arteries and veins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Time-resolved coronal MPRs of the vasculature of the frontal cor-
tex were recalculated from routinely acquired 3DRA datasets. The
patients had justifying indications for a 3DRA protocol with a pro-
longed scan time of 12 seconds for treatment planning of AVMs.

For evaluation of the normal microvasculature, we selected 8
consecutive patients with small supratentorial AVMs with a nidus
size of ,3 cm and without major compromise of hemodynamics
in the frontal cortex. Proceedings were approved by the local ethics
committee at the University Hospital of Frankfurt, Germany.

All patients had selective transfemoral catheterization of the
ICA under local anesthesia. DSA projection images and 3DRA
datasets were obtained using modified Artis zee biplane neuro-
angiography equipment (Siemens). For 3DRA, the rotation
angle was 260° with 2 runs (a native run without contrast and a
fill run with contrast, 304 projections each) of 12 seconds each.
The acquisition protocol is based on 2 � 2 binning of the
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detector pixels of 154 � 154 mm each (0.308 � 0.308mm effec-
tive pixel size). The FOV of the reconstructions was 238 �
184mm with an isotropic voxel size of 0.46 mm3 and a 5122 ma-
trix. After an x-ray delay of 2 seconds in the fill run, 20mL of
nonionic contrast with 300mg of iodine/mL was automatically
injected with a flow rate of 3mL/s. For 2D-DSA, we used a pro-
tocol with a variable frame rate with up to 2 frames/s after hand
injection of contrast.

For the reconstruction of 4D volumes and corresponding
MPRs, the projection images were transferred to a dedicated work-
station (syngo XWorkplace VD20; Siemens) equipped with a soft-
ware prototype as an extension of the currently available syngo
Dyna4D software (Siemens). The prototype reduces streak arti-
facts, and the reconstruction algorithm should improve the recog-
nition of consecutive filling of arteries and veins. We evaluated the
cortical microvasculature, according to 4D-FPCBCTA MPRs in a
coronal plane perpendicular to the course of the frontal gyri and
sulci. The MPR with the best filling of small vessels was selected
according to a cine display of the sequence of time-resolved MPRs,
which is available at any time point during the scan time of
12 seconds. Usually the best filling of the microvasculature was
visible after two-thirds of the scan time and at the end of the scan.
We also tried MIPs or cuts from volume rendering data, which
were found to be inferior to MPRs. The best visualization of the tu-
bular character of small vessels occurred from section thicknesses
between 6 and 9.5mm. The findings from the reconstructions
were compared with corresponding DSA images in a posterior-
anterior projection and with findings in the literature.

Identification of vascular structures and image documentation
was by consensus of 2 reviewers.

RESULTS
Eight consecutive patients (7 men and 1 woman, with a mean age
of 45 years) met the inclusion criteria. Two datasets were only
partly evaluable due to incomplete filling of the anterior cerebral
artery due to hypoplasia of the A1 segment or movement artifacts.

In 6 fully evaluable cases, 4D-MPRs demonstrated the main
branches of the cortical arteries following the course of the gyri
into the depth of the sulci. From these main branches, small per-
pendicular arteries were visible, which could be followed for a
few millimeters in the direction of the cortex. Intracortical net-
works were not detectable. Beneath these direct cortical branches,
we found network-like anastomoses of small arteries above the
surface of the cortex (Fig 1). In the venous phase, cortical drain-
ing veins could be identified perpendicular to larger collecting
veins with network-like structures draining further into straight
veins toward superficial cortical veins (Fig 2). The findings on
MPRs were confirmed on corresponding DSA images with their
sharper separation of the angiographic phases. Comparisons with
drawings derived from illustrations from the literature1,2 also
confirmed our main findings.

DISCUSSION
Our casuistic pilot study showed the feasibility of in vivo imaging
of the cortical microvasculature with the use of 4D-FPCBCTA
and a novel software prototype. Compared with conventional

reconstructions from 3D volume data, time-resolved MPRs are
advantageous because they enable selection of the proper volume
in the angiographic phases with the best filling of small arteries or
veins. As is known from previous studies, temporal resolution of
4D-FPCBCTA and derived reconstructions is limited by overlap-
ping of the arterial and venous phases.11

The filling of smaller vessels with slower flow demands a
prolonged contrast bolus covering larger parts of the scan time
compared with the shorter and sharper bolus of 2D-DSA. Even
with the use of the software prototype, the overlapping angio-
graphic phases led to difficulties in differentiating arteries and
veins. Therefore, we selected reconstructions with typical ana-
tomic patterns described for the course of arteries following
the gyri and sulci, pial networks, and veins. The veins could be
identified due to enhanced filling at the end of the scan and
due to their straight course and connections to cortical veins,
which could easily be detected. Correct assignment of arteries
and veins was confirmed by comparison with DSA images
showing the main structures. The display of fine details, such
as pial or venous networks, was disadvantageous on DSA pro-
jection images due to the overlay of adjacent cortical vessels
and their territories. In the current prototype implementation,
the same threshold is used for segmentation of arteries and
veins. Future implementations may investigate a thresholding
technique for distinguishing arteries and veins.

The spatial resolution of 4D-FPCBCTA is limited; thus, we
were unable to demonstrate intracortical vessels and vascular net-
works with vessels smaller than 100mm, which have been previ-
ously described in scanning electron microscopy studies.2 Only
stump-like proximal parts of intracortical arteries and veins could
be visualized. The vessel sizes we could display ranged between
150 and 750mm, according to descriptions in the literature.1,2 In
animal experiments, MR imaging with SWI and iron-based con-
trast agents could visualize intracortical vessels of .10mm.3 For
optimal display of vessels, section thicknesses between 6 and
9.5mm were chosen. Thinner slices could improve the detection
of small branches. The tubular character and branching of the
vessels are better displayed on thick-section MPRs.

For our study, we used an Artis zee system (Siemens), which
is not the latest technology. The visualization of vessels smaller
than the voxel size of 0.5 mm3 may be challenging, even with the
latest generations of neuroangiography systems. Secondary
reconstructions with smaller voxel sizes may improve the visual-
ization of small vessels.

Based on our experience with the software prototype, further
improvement of image quality in the display of small vessels can
be expected and may become the subject of future studies.

Suboptimal image quality was caused by incomplete filling of
the anterior cerebral territory in a patient with a hypoplastic A1
segment. FPCBCTA after IV contrast could avoid this problem of
selective injections. In tentative reconstructions, the opacification
of small vessels after IV contrast was much weaker and hardly
evaluable.

Movement artifacts caused image degradation in another
patient. General anesthesia, which could further improve image
quality, is not adequate for a purely diagnostic procedure for
treatment planning of an AVM. We tried reconstructions of
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3DRA data from patients with aneurysms under general anesthe-
sia with scan times of 5 seconds. Display of the microvasculature
was clearly inferior, probably due to incomplete filling of small
vessels and a lack of temporal resolution.

A disadvantage of 4D-FPCBCTA is its invasiveness, with poten-
tial risks of arterial catheterization. Until now, selective angiography
with 4D-FPCBCTA provides the best contrast resolution for small
vessels compared with less invasive imaging modalities.12,13 One
reason is the ability to obtain secondary reconstructions from the
raw data without any loss of spatial resolution.

SWI after administration of iron-based contrast material may
be further developed as a less invasive alternative. The first pub-
lished images of the cerebral microvasculature with the use of

this technique are promising but still inferior regarding the
details seen on our reconstructions.3

Another disadvantage of 4D-FPCBCTA is the increased radia-
tion exposure of 3DRA, with a prolonged scan time of 12 seconds.
Effective dosage, according to the International Commission on
Radiological Protection 103 (ATOM Phantom; CIRS; mobile
MOSFET dosimetry system, Best Medical Canada), of 0.94 mSv
for the 12-second 4D-FPCBCTA acquisition is lower than the
reported doses of time-resolved CTA with the use of multislice
CT14 but higher than actual published doses of 3DRA with shorter
scan times.15 For 2D-DSA with 2 frames/s (Plane A - Posterior-
Anterior, Plane B – 90° to plane A), an effective dose of 0.41 mSv
(for 20 seconds) was determined.

FIG 1. Coronal 4D-FPCBCTA reconstruction of the arterial microvasculature at the superior and middle frontal gyri and the superior frontal sul-
cus (A) and the corresponding DSA image, late arterial phase (B). Main arterial branches (red arrows) and the sulcal pial arterial network (red
arrowhead) can be identified. Perpendicular branches to the cortex are difficult to see on DSA. C, A more detailed view shows arteries bending
from the cortical surface into the depth the superior frontal sulcus. Perpendicular branches can be followed in the direction of the cortex of
the adjacent middle frontal gyrus (red arrows). Note network-like intra-arterial connections (double red arrow). D, Similar findings are detected
in injection specimens of cortical arteries (corresponding arrows). Drawing reprinted with permission from Duvernoy et al.1

FIG 2. Coronal 4D-FPCBCTA reconstruction of veins in the middle frontal sulcus (A) and corresponding DSA image, late venous phase (B).
Collecting veins (thin blue arrows) and the sulcal venous network (asterisks) can be identified on DSA. Small veins draining into the collecting veins
are only partly visible (blue arrowheads). Further drainage of the collecting veins into a superficial cortical vein (thick blue arrow). Note consider-
able overlay of venous structures in the DSA projection image. C, Cortical veins are also fed by perpendicular branches from the cortex (blue
arrowheads). Collecting veins show a straight course toward a larger cortical vein (blue arrows). Network-like connections are weakly accentuated
(blue double arrow). Note the overlay by a sulcal artery (red arrows). D, Corresponding findings on a drawing from an injection specimen with small
cortical draining veins (blue arrowheads) perpendicular to straight collecting veins to a cortical vein (thin blue arrows). Drawing reprinted with per-
mission from Duvernoy et al.1
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Prolonged scan time and temporal resolution are key factors
for successful display of small vessels. One main limitation of our
study is the small number of cases due to time-consuming post-
processing with manual window settings to enhance the vessels at
the limits of the spatial resolution. The evaluation of a larger and
more representative sample demands a standardization of the
generation of 4D-MPRs, including further software improvement
for tracking arteries and veins, which is challenging due to the
close proximity of the arterial and venous parts of the cortical mi-
crovasculature. A more detailed comparison of the data with ana-
tomic specimens, including measurements of vessel sizes, is also
desirable.

Potential clinical applications of imaging of small cortical ves-
sels are improved anatomic visualization of leptomeningeal anas-
tomoses in patients with obstructions of cerebral arteries or in
the surroundings of vascular malformations. Imaging of the nor-
mal microvasculature may also enhance our understanding of the
angioarchitecture of pial AVMs.11 Current imaging studies in
patients with small-vessel disease are focused on MR imaging at
high field strengths to show subcortical microinfarcts or micro-
bleeds.4,16 Visualization of small vessels is still based on postmor-
tem studies.17 It would be interesting to know whether direct
visualization of cortical vessels in vivo could contribute to assess-
ment of vascular density or other pathologic changes in patients
with degenerative or inflammatory small-vessel disease.

CONCLUSIONS
In this small study, in vivo imaging of the cortical microvascula-
ture with 4D-FPCBCTA and the use of a novel software proto-
type were feasible. Spatial resolution is currently superior to other
angiographic imaging modalities.
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